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It is proved that the coordinate conditions employed by Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffman in their 
derivation of the equations of motion for a system of masses, cannot be obtained from the re
quirement that the gravitational field Lagrangian be invariant under some family of coordinate 
transformations. The application of these coordinate conditions to the astronomical problem 
of an isolated mass system is shown to be inexpedient. 

WE shall show that the coordinate conditions, em
ployed by Einstein, Infeld, and Hoffman1- 3 in their 
work on the problem of the motion of an isolated 
mass system, cannot be derived from the require
ment that the field Lagrangian be invariant* under 
some family of coordinate transformations. 

To prove the above assertion we first find the 
general transformation law for the gravitational 
field Lagrangian under the replacement of the co
ordinates x0, Xt. x2, x3 by the new coordinates 
x'o, x't. :x2, Xa· Starting from the known transforma
tion law of the Christoffel symbol of the second 
kind 

we obtain 

L'=L+ Q/V- g. 

Here 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Greek indices take on the values 0, 1, 2, and 3. 
The expression for the function Q can be con

siderably simplified by making use of the identity 

*More precisely, from the requirement of relative invariance 
of the field Lagrangian (see Fikhtengol'ts,' denoted in the fol
lowing by I). The word "relative" has been omitted for the 
sake of brevity. In what follows it is understood that the word 
invariance, as applied to the field Lagrangian, means relative 
in variance. 

We then obtain 

(6) 

Equations (1) and (6) express the law of trans
formation for the function L. If in addition we 
make use of the known transformation law for the 
determinant g, we find that the transformation law 
for the Lagrangian 

(7) 

is given by the formula 

a" I D (x~, x~, x~. x~) I 
JJ -:l=Q. 

D (x0 , x1 , Xz, Xs) 
(8) 

The fact that under arbitrary coordinate trans
formations the difference on the left hand side of 
Eq. (8) is equal to a sum of derivatives with re
spect to xa [see Eq. (6) ], corresponds precisely 
to the general covariance property of Einstein's 
gravitation equations. Starting from the estab
lished transformation law for the gravitational 
field Lagrangian we conclude that the condition, 
that the field Lagrangian be invariant under arbi
trary coordinate transformations, is given by* 

(9) 

It is important to note that the conditions of invar
iance of the field Lagrangian under arbitrary fam
ilies of coordinate transformations reduce to equa
tions, that are linear with respect to the quantities 
@j/1 v. 

We pass now to a consideration of the coordinate 
conditions 

(10) 

employed by Einstein, lnfeld, and Hoffman1-3 in 

*In the case of infinitesimally small coordinate transfor
mations the condition (9) reduces to the condition I (17). 
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their derivation of the equations of motion of an 
isolated system of masses. In the conditions (10) 

(11) 

where the quantities ~~~ and hll 11 are respectively 
given by the equations* 

(12) 

with 

Latin indices take on the values 1, 2, and 3. 
Let us express the conditions (10), which we 

shall call the Einstein-Infeld conditions, with the 
help of the fundamental tensor g11 v. It follows 
from Eqs. (11)- (13) that 

and therefore the conditions (10) become 

agok 1 a ax;- 2 ax0 (goo+ gn + g22+gsa)=0, 

agtk 1 a 
ax;;+ 2 axt (goo- gn- g22-g33)=0. 

(14) 

In order to prove that the Einstein-Infeld conditions 
cannot be obtained from the requirement that the 
field Lagrangian be invariant under some family of 
coordinate transformations it is sufficient to show, 
as a consequence of Eq. (9), that the conditions (14) 
do not reduce to equations linear in @3/lV. 

The proof will be carried out under the assump
tion that the metric deviates little from a Galilean 
metric. In that case we can set approximately 
(see Fock5)t 

(15) 

Going over from the quantities ®11 11 to the quanti
ties g11 v, we obtain in the corresponding approxi
mation 

goo=_~ (®oo+ @311+ @322+ @333)+ 1 (®oo_ 1)2, 

got= @jOt_~ (@300_ 1) @jOt, 

gtk= _ ~ [@3oo _ @3u _ ®22_ @333_ ~ (®oo_ 1 )2]6tk- @3th_ 

(16) 

We conclude that, with Eqs. (16) taken into ac
count, the Einstein-Infeld conditions become in the 
approximation corresponding to Eq. (15) 

*Following Einstein et al.;-• we set x., =ct. 
tThe difference between the expressions (15) and the cor

responding expressions (67.04) in Fock's book' is due to the 
fact that in this paper we follow Einstein et al. ,_. and set 
x., = ct, whereas Fock uses in the relevant discussion x., = t. 

(17) 

It is clear from the relations (17) that the 
Einstein-Infeld conditions do not reduce to equa
tions linear in @3/lV, and, consequently, that these 
conditions cannot be obtained from the requirement 
of invariance of the field Lagrangian under some 
family of coordinate transformations. 

If an even rougher approximation than Eq. (15) 
is used to find the quantities @)llv, namely, if we 
set 

and then pass from the quantities @>llv to the 
quantities g/J v. then we find 

goo= I -~(@3oo_1), got= @jOt, 

Thus in the approximation corresponding to 

(16') 

Eq. (15') the relation between g11 v and @311-tll be
comes linear. In tl}.is approximation the Einstein
lnfeld conditions become linear in @3/lV, too. Fur
thermore, it follows directly from Eqs. (14) and 
(16') that in this approximation the Einstein
Infeld conditions coincide with harmonic coordi
nate conditions (see also Fock6 ). 

We show now that in approximations higher than 
those discussed above, the use of the Einstein
lnfeld coordinate conditions in the astronomical 
problem of an isolated mass system is inexpedient. 
In order to be convinced of that it is sufficient to 
discuss the simplest such system, namely the sys
tem consisting of a single spherically symmetric 
mass. As is well known, for this simple case an 
exact solution of the Einstein gravitation equations 
is available. It is this solution (in the region out
side the mass) that we shall use. Assuming that 
at large distances from the mass m, which serves 
as the source of the gravitational field, the field is 
Newtonian, and that at infinity the space-time 
metric becomes Galilean, we have 

g00 = 1 - 2afp, g0t = 0, (18) 
1 ( [ 1 (dp)· 2 p2] } 

gtk = - r;; 1P211tk + 1 - 2a/p dr - r2 xtxk . 

Here a = ym/c2 is the gravitational radius of the 
mass m (y is Newton's constant of gravitation) 
and p is an arbitrary function of the variable r 
= v'x~ + x~ + x§. It is of course understood, that the 
Eq. (18) for the components of the fundamental 
tensor is valid in only those coordinate systems, 
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for which both the assumed property of a spheri
cally symmetric field, as well as the stationary 
property of the spherically symmetric gravitational 
field in the region outside the mass, hold true. To 
determine the function p ( r) it is necessary to in
voke additional (coordinate ) conditions. In the 
Schwarzschild solution it is assumed that p = r 
(see, e.g., Landau and Lifshitz7 ). If harmonic 
coordinate conditions are used then, as is shown 
in Fock's book, p = r + a. If, however, the Ein
stein-Infeld coordinate conditions are used, then, 
as a consequence of Eqs. (14) and (18), we obtain 
the following equation for the function p: 

d [ 1 (dp)2 2p2 2a.] 4 [ 1 (dp)2 p2J 0 
lfi. 1- 2a.;p lfi.. ---,:. + -p +--;: 1 - za.;p lfi. - -,. = <i9> 

The r -dependence of the function p determined by 
this equation is rather complicated. If we limit 
ourselves in the determination of p/r to quantities 
of order ( a/r )3 then we can set 

(20) 

with the function cp ( r) determined, as a conse
quence of Eq. (19), by the following approximate 
equation: 

(21) 

Equation (21) may be integrated by elementary 
means. It follows directly from Eqs. (20) and (21) 
that, when use is made of the Einstein-Infeld coor
dinate conditions, the quantity p/r cannot be ex-

pressed as a power series in a/r or, what is the 
same, in U/c2, where U is the Newtonian potential 
of the mass m serving as the source of the gravi
tational field. The indicated complex character of 
the dependence p = p ( r) is not, however, due to 
the intrinsic physical properties of the spherically 
symmetric gravitational field, but arises solely 
from the inappropriateness of the Einstein-Infeld 
coordinate conditions to the problem of an isolated 
system of masses. 
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